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About Xit

– The telecommunication division of IMS
Experts-Conseils since 1997;

– Specialized in private telecommunication
networks deployments;

– Operating apart from IMS Experts-conseils
since august 2002.



Xit - Major projects up to now

• Engineer for the RISQ (non-profit
organization  owned by universities of the
Province of Quebec) ;

• 22 school boards in service or in construction
for a total of approximately 1500 schools and
2000 km of fibre optic network;



Xit - Major projects up to now
(Contd.)

• 35 other school boards presently in
preliminary engineering phase;

• 70 municipalities either in study or in
construction.





Xit - Major projects up to now
(Contd.)

• Other projects with:
–  Ministry of Science and Innovation in Alberta;
–  Netera Alliance in Alberta;
–  Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia;
–  University of New-Brunswick;
–  City of Fredericton;
–  City of Kamloops;
–  City of Halifax;
– City of Timmins;
– Municipality of Iroquois Falls;
– Haliburton county;
– Mushkegowuk Council;
– Platsburgh Regional County.



CANARIE 2001 IWAY
AWARD

Thanks to Robert Proulx and the team at Xit
telecom, schools, governments and
communities in six provinces are now taking
charge of their broadband network
infrastructure to receive their data
transmissions and are getting more connected
than ever before.  Xit telecom inc has developed
a unique model that enables users to become
owners of their fibre optic network -- a concept
that, less than five years ago, would have been
next to impossible.

2001 Application of Technology Award



Why a private telecommunication
network?

• Telecommunications were provided in
Canada through a regulated monopoly;

• The deregulation of telecommunication in
Canada was to bring competition (thus
decreasing the cost);

• It does not work in rural and remote
communities.



How to achieve it ?
• Fiber optic network are cheap to build;

– Assume $5,000 to $15,000 per km;
– Easy to share with telecommunication

carriers;
– Recurrent cost are approximately $600 per

km per year;
– Last mile can easily be provided with

Wireless Lan.



Conditions of Success

Know the cost of the network;
Be ready to build;
Do not give advantage to any telecommunication carriers;
Find Partners.



June 2000

Canadian School Board Investments
in Private Fiber Optic Networks
An assessment of the cost and benefits of

building high speed fiber optic networks to
link schools in Canada

SECOR



Fiber Optic Solution versus the
Best Alternative Solution

The fiber optic solution has an
absolute benefit advantage over the

Best Alternative Solution



Partnership: Definition of a
Partner

• A partner participates to the deployment of
the network for common interest;

• A partner will sell or swap existing fibres of
a network based on the construction cost of
this network;

• The acceptation by a carrier to sell fibre is
not a partnership if the cost is not related to
construction cost.



Construction of Networks with
Partners

• Fiber optic Network is an “infrastructure
type” installation;

• The cost of increasing the number of fibers
in a cable is marginal;

• Therefore, building a “condominium of
fiber” type of project is cost efficient.



Different models of
telecommunication network

deployment
• Joint infrastructures for telecommunication

networks;
• Dark fibres availability for all users

(condominium type);
• Community Network (unlimited bandwidth

available to everybody).



The RISQ Network: the
demonstration of an
effective partnership



The RISQ Network: the
demonstration of an
effective partnership
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Kamloops Community Network



Kamloops Community Network

•46 KM
backbone

•42 buildings

•1103 FTTB

•11400 FTTH

•Construction
starts in  2002



The Laurentides Project



Example of Partnership Success

• Two School Boards Involved;
• 23 Municipalities;
• The Economic Development Council;
• Bell



The Network

• 255 km of Dark Fibers;
• 76 Buildings connected;
• Each organization has it’s own fibres.



The Network

• 400 km of Dark Fibers;
• Xx Buildings connected;
• Each organization has it’s own fibres.





The Mauricie Project

• Will provide Large Broadband to each and
all of the businesses;

• A cost of approximately $500 per month is
envisaged for 100 Mbps.





Conclusions

• The Future of Private Telecommunication
Networks



Questions ?


